Daniel Paille®
@DannyMFPaille
King Danny Mutha Fuckin Paille, underpaid forward for the B's. Better than Orr and Espo combined. Don't ask for an autograph and stay the fuck away from me.

1,740 TWEETS
2,091 FOLLOWING
2,336 FOLLOWERS

Followed by Clare e green, Success Mafia, Jerry Remy's Grill and 21 others.
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Daniel Paille® @DannyMFPaille
Oh Shit Iggy just punched out an old man! Way to go buddy!!!
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Daniel Paille® @DannyMFPaille
BRUINS WON! IM HAMMERED! THE MERLOT LINERS ARE HERE WITH OUR NEW BUDDY IGINLA AND WE ARE LOOKIN FOR A GOOD FIGHT!! AGAIN!
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Matt Patricia @DrunkPatricia
I don't care what you say, #Browns will continue to suck, unless they make me the head coach. draft Johnny Manziel or both
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